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The How To Draw series takes a highly visual and
practical approach to drawing, featuring step-by-step
instructions for each art project. This comprehensive
drawing handbook covers all aspects of drawing fashion
- from drawing garments to creating chic catwalk
models - including essential concepts such as light,
tone and composition. Duotone lines highlight each step.

Fashion Illustration Techniques
This is the 10th book in the Fashion Sketchpad series
by I Draw Fashion. Get creative with maternity wear
and fashion ideas using these templates of beautiful
pregnant figures. In this special selection, you will find
realistic pregnant figure templates that you can use to
design maternity clothes and collections with ease.
Don't just reinvent the wheel, create your own unique
styles and sketch refreshing designs that have never
been seen. Nothing is off limits!. Bring your fashion
designs to life without having to sketch the models!
Creating your own designs just got a lot easier with
this complete and comprehensive fashion sketchbook.
Specifically made for fashion designers and students,
this sketchbook offers you a wide range of outlines and
templates that enables you sketch your own
fashiondesigns without having to start from scratch.
Whether you are a professional designer or a novice
just starting out, the realistic proportions, beautiful
faces and tastefully stylish hairstyles in this
sketchbook will help make your fashion sketches pop
more while providing you with a good starting point to
hone your skills as you work on your designs.
Features: 108 Figure templates 6 different model poses
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(3 different variants per pose) 18 Croqui styles. 120
pages of lightly drawn gray sketches Perfect for both
students and professionals This sketchbook offers you:
A simple way to create your own designs Build your
own outfits from scratch Realistic model poses to help
with your fashion sketches 3 variants of each pose
(face and hair, outlines and dashed lines) A big and
portable 8.5 x 11 in sketchbook Perfect for drawing
over, you get to adjust your sketches, and design your
own illustration on each page using any of the multiple
Croqui variations as you go. From capturing your
illustrations to designing your own creations from
scratch, this Fashion Sketchbook with pre-drawn
templates is exactly what you need! Grab a copy now
to get started with creating your own unique designs!

Fashion Design Essentials
Are you looking for the perfect fashion templates to
capture your creativity? Fashionary have seen the stiff,
impractical fashion templates available, and come up
with a modern alternative. Their set of 100 pose cards
are accurately proportioned, with practical poses that
cover basic style to couture to sportswear - even
including a built-in filing system to accommodate the
busy fashion professional.The guide book includes
detailed step by step demonstrations of fashion
sketching, beautifully drawn by fashion illustrator
Connie Lim.

9 Heads
how to draw models, dresses and fashion world
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characters step by step. This drawing book will teach
you how to draw all you need to know about drawing
fashion world characters. the author and illustrator
Amit Offir teaches you to draw and succeed in a short
time even if you dont know how to draw at all!
everybody can draw and now you can too! a unique
technique that will give you great drawing tools and
lead you to success. recommended for age 6 and all
ages (for adults that want how to draw easily also)

How to Draw Like a Fashion Illustrator
Fashion Drawing offers beginners step-by-step
instruction on how to draw and construct figures and
outfits in a variety of styles. Fifteen leading fashion
illustrators explain their process from start to finish,
using beautiful and diverse examples from their own
sketchbooks.

Fashion Illustration Art
Emphasizes the style used for fashion illustrations and
discusses basic anatomy, proportions and weight
distribution, hand, feet, and face composition, and basic
shapes for garments and accessories

Children's Wear Fashion Illustration Resource
Book
Learn the basics of fashion illustration and all the
necessary tools and techniques from the field with
Fashion Illustration Techniques! Filled with step-bystep drawings and covering all the fundamentals such
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as drawing head and body proportions, choosing colors,
and much more, this complete guide is the only
reference book you’ll need to start designing for the
world of fashion. Zeshu Takamura has based this book
on the curriculum of the beginner's course at the
fashion design school that he teaches in, and lends his
years of experience and skills to this comprehensive
resource. Inside, you'll find each skill set broken down
by week: - The 1st Week: Let's Master Basic Drawing
- The 2nd Week: Let's Master Body Parts and Garment
Items Drawing - The 3rd Week: Let's Try Coloring The 4th Week: Master Design Drawing and Make Your
Own Design With easy-to-follow instructions that will
prepare you for this creative field, Fashion Illustration
Techniques is a must-have for all fashion design
students who require a basic knowledge of drawing and
illustration techniques.

The Fashion Sketchpad
Don't simply show your data—tell a story with it!
Storytelling with Data teaches you the fundamentals of
data visualization and how to communicate effectively
with data. You'll discover the power of storytelling and
the way to make data a pivotal point in your story. The
lessons in this illuminative text are grounded in theory,
but made accessible through numerous real-world
examples—ready for immediate application to your next
graph or presentation. Storytelling is not an inherent
skill, especially when it comes to data visualization, and
the tools at our disposal don't make it any easier. This
book demonstrates how to go beyond conventional
tools to reach the root of your data, and how to use
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your data to create an engaging, informative,
compelling story. Specifically, you'll learn how to:
Understand the importance of context and audience
Determine the appropriate type of graph for your
situation Recognize and eliminate the clutter clouding
your information Direct your audience's attention to the
most important parts of your data Think like a designer
and utilize concepts of design in data visualization
Leverage the power of storytelling to help your
message resonate with your audience Together, the
lessons in this book will help you turn your data into
high impact visual stories that stick with your audience.
Rid your world of ineffective graphs, one exploding 3D
pie chart at a time. There is a story in your
data—Storytelling with Data will give you the skills and
power to tell it!

How To Draw Fashion
How to Draw Fashion Flats
This step-by-step guide provides an insight into how to
illustrate fashion designs and get your ideas down on
paper. It is of interest to any designer, from the
complete beginner or someone hoping to improve their
skills and establish a career as a fashion illustrator, to
professionals wanting to strengthen their visual impact.
Using inspiration from past artists and illustrators,
readers will learn how to adopt new and different ways
of drawing.

Draw Fashion Now
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Illustrate your children's wear project with ease, style
and accuracy! This book shows how to draw children's
wear without having to learn figure drawing. The book
includes all you need to get your project done. Use
figure templates and sketching examples from the book
to complete your project. Let's get started: select a
template from variety of age groups and movements
place a paper over it and sketch your children's wear
idea. It is the most efficient way to have your project
done! The book shows how to sketch on a figure and
how to turn a sketch into a completed illustration.
Choose a figure for your project from the selection of
age groups and body movements. There are sets of
ready to use figures for 0- 1, 1-3, 4-6 and 7-10 years
old children. The templates in the book designed to
show apparel from any sides with various poses and
movements. Book combines visuals of garment details
with basic terminology as written captions. Such "visual
dictionary" component enhances the book's usefulness
as a designer's reference resource. All drawings in the
book were illustrated with the simple pencil. Sketch
illustrations show original roughness and spontaneity.
This "sketchbook" style is instructive and visual. In
every illustration, you can see traces of the creative
process. Some "step by step process" tutorials are
included reinforcing instructional value the book.
Fashion sketching with the book is less stressful and
create a smooth designer's workflow.Drawing children's
fashion illustration becomes fun and accurate when
using Children's Wear Fashion Illustration resource
book by Irina V. Ivanova

Creative Fashion Drawing
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Provides guidelines and advice on starting points for
fashion designers of all levels, including defining and
rendering concepts, understanding textiles, developing
sewing skills, and building an audience.

Pregnant
From the suburbs to the subway, Sketch and Go: 5
Minute Fashion Illustration shows you how to capture
fashion anywhere and everywhere. Fashion is fast and
furious, and fashion illustrators need to work the same
way to keep up with the latest trends. Part technique,
part sketchbook, Sketch and Go: 5 Minute Fashion
Illustration is ideal for beginners looking to learn tips
and tricks for sketching fashion illustrations, both
quickly and on the go. First, you'll learn basic fashion
illustration skills and practical techniques for inspired
"live fashion sketching". Once you've conquered the
basics, you can sketch your own collection on the 500
pre-printed model templates. Featuring a variety of
different poses, these templates allow you to get down
to business and sketch your designs right away,
without worrying about drawing models. The sketchpad
pages are specially designed so that they can be
photocopied without the templates, leaving just the
fashion sketch! In need of inspiration? Don't worry!
You'll also find an inspirational gallery of four-color
illustrations from fashion designer and illustrator, Emily
Brickel Edelson. So what are you waiting for? Get
sketching!

Fashion Illustration for Designers
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"Runway figure outlines disappear when scanned or
copied!"-- Wrapper.

Poses for Fashion Illustration (Card Box)
Offers advice on fashion drawing from noted designers,
provides step-by-step instructions for drawing a female
figure and different women's garments, and outlines the
processes and techniques used by professional fashion
artists.

How to Draw Fashion Figures in Simple Steps
"Find your unique fashion illustration style with Draw
Fashion Now!" "Draw Fashion Now" is a combination
how-to guide and workbook that teaches the best
techniques for illustrating and envisioning 21st-century
fashion. Professional fashion illustrator Danielle Meder
shares lessons she's learned over fourteen seasons of
sketching fashion and style in every fashion capital,
offering readers solid illustration techniques that
demystify the enigma of fashion "attitude." Start by
learning the development and rendering process of
contemporary male and female figures, each in three
essential fashion poses--runway, street style, and red
carpet. Then, master basic sketching through rendering
garments and fabrics directly on the figure in a range of
mediums, both traditional and digital with plenty of
blank space throughout to sketch and draw alongside
the given examples! Become an expert at "fashion on
the fly" quick sketches for when inspiration strikes
while viewing runway or street style. Two beautiful,
sophisticated paper dolls are also included, with
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contemporary, high-fashion wardrobes by critically
acclaimed designers to dress them up! "Draw Fashion
Now" is a uniquely creative and interactive learning
experience for fashion illustrators, designers, and
enthusiasts at all levels of experience.

Figure Drawing for Men's Fashion
9 Heads' is a clear and comprehensive guide to the
fundamentals of fashion drawing in black and white. It
demonstrates that drawing can be learned by the
application of a set of rules and guidelines, together
with commitment and practice.

Creative Haven How to Draw Fashion Figures
This sketchbook is designed for all fashion lovers,
fashion designers, fashion illustrators and students of
fashion. There are more than 100 pages of figure
templates suitable for fashion design and designers can
easily draw their own designs on the pose that will be
best to show their design. Sketching over 9 head
proportioned fashion figures makes it easier for
designers to draw proportionally. While using this book
you can draw your own fashion design on the template
and then you can color them. Each figure will be
helpfull for your sketches and they will encourage you
to create your own style while drawing them.
Fashionistas who like to design clothes will love woman
figures with different posed templates without worrying
about figure drawing skills.

How to Draw Fashion Figures
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A savvy fashion-illustration resource, using easy-tofind materials such as acrylic paint and inks, teaches
readers the key concepts in anatomy, proportion and
balance; how to create useful gesture drawings and
paintings; and much more. Original.

Men's Wear Fashion Illustration Resource Book
Illustrate children's wear project with style and
accuracy without stress and mistakes! This sketchbook
is a unique tool for children's wear designers: sketch in
the book over preprinted grey scale children's figures.
Are you working on a children's wear design project?
Are you a children's wear designer? Are you planning
to add children's wear designs to your portfolio? This
sketchbook will help you to complete your projects
with superior results on a professional level. With the
sketchbook, you save time and effort focusing on your
designs, not on figure drawing routine. If you have
experience with children's wear illustration, you know
that every age group has specific proportions for
children's figure. To illustrate your project correctly
you, better be very precise with kid's figure
proportions when illustrating your project.
Professionally designed children figures collected in
this book are accurate, stylish and printed lightly to
allow you to illustrate your project your way using
template merely as a helpful guide. This book is a
collection of figure drawing templates for the age group
from 0 to 6 years old. What is in the sketchbook?
Eighteen fashion figures All figures are boys and girls 7
to 10 years of age Single (one per page) figures as
well as groups of two figures per page arrangements
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All templates are on one side of the page. Reversed
side is blank Grey color over the figure faces are
slightly darker than figures, so you do not have to draw
faces if you do not want to Front, back and side views
included Mild movement and still poses How to use this
sketchbook? This book is a sketchbook. It is not a book
"about fashion drawing". It is a book for drawing in it.
Draw your sketches directly in the book Draw right
over the figures Use pencil or marker (if you are
sketching using a marker it will be a good idea to place
an extra sheet of paper under the page of the book you
are coloring to prevent ink from bleeding through the
page) Who should use this sketchbook? Children's wear
fashion and clothing designers Students working on
children's wear fashion projects and fashion portfolio
Anyone who have fashion ideas for children's clothing
and need support in its picturing Get superior
professional results, be more productive and creative
with figure drawing templates from the "Children's
Wear Sketchbook."

Fashion Design Studio
Children's Wear Sketchbook
This book's aim is to submerge the reader in the world
of illustration. The first section ranges from how to
start to draw a human figure to the techniques to
stylize and synthesize it. This section provides a large
amount of figures in different poses, as well as hands
and feet-often the most difficult parts - in diverse
postures and angles. However, in the field of fashion it
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is also essential to know how to draw fabric, and even
more important to know how to draw the folds of
clothing. The items of clothing are presented as much
in technical drawing as in figures in movement, and
forming light and shadow is also explained, as this
gives quality to the illustration. The second part of the
book revolves around color and the different techniques
with which one can work: watercolor, wax, pastel, and
so on. All the drawings that appear constitute a brief
exhibition of the changes that the fashion world has
experienced and with this in mind a path has been laid
which starts in 1900, illustrated in watercolors, and
finishes in 2000, illustrated in pencil. The goal of this
volume is to uncover the reader's desire to paint and to
provide him with some of the secrets that will
encourage him to do so. After all, experience is the
most effective way to learn, whatever the subject.

Fashion Drawing For Dummies
Offers tips and techniques on fashion drawing, including
building a design portfolio, figure drawing basics, and
developing a personal style.

How to Draw Like a Fashion Designer
DIVThe best way to learn to draw is to DRAW! And
this little book is going to help you do just that. It’s
filled with 900 inspiring, modern fashion drawings./div

Fashion Sketchbook + Studio Access Card
Chock-full of sophisticated and trendy images, this
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doodle book encourages aspiring designers to
experiment with color and pattern to create original
fashions. More than 60 pages of clothing and
accessories.

Figure Drawing for Fashion Design
Men's fashion illustration is a neglected subject. Most
of the books on fashion illustration are focusing on
women's wear. Can we change it? Let us try. It is a
unique book, created by professionals for professionals.
Book saves time and makes challenge of men's wear
fashion illustration doable What makes this book is
unique? Figure drawing templates of the male figure.
All templates are styled and designed for fashion
illustration. There is no other book on the market with
that many different poses for men's fashion figure. Step
by step visual guide for fashion drawing. There is no
other book which shows you not only completed
drawing but main steps of the process from the concept
to completion. Sketches and illustrations in this book
show how apparel fits the body, how it looks in
different poses and movements. This book includes raw
sketches, shows specific details of sketching. The
broad range of garment types and styles. There are
multiple types of apparel depicted in the book. The
book is not limited only to formal wear or athletic wear.
It is an extended collection of different looks in
different styles. Selection of relevant men's wear
terminology. The book is saturated with useful terms
and examples. All visuals are annotated with types of
apparel, names of garment elements and accessories.
Written terms combined with clearly depicted visuals
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make this book an excellent reference source. The
book is ideal as a visual reference for fashion
professionals and students. What is in the book?
Templates: men's figures, faces and hair styles. Step
by step process of drawing menswear on the croquis
How to draw men's t-shirt, dress shirt, casual jacket,
boxy jacket, sweaters, shorts, hats Mix and match
bottoms and tops for men's wear projects. Step by step
fashion illustration process. Gallery of men's wear
fashion drawing projects. Resources for drawing men's
fashion accessories. Hats, neckwear, and shoes.
Visuals and terms. Gallery of garment details relevant
to men's wear. Visuals and terms. Gallery of sketches.
A collection of sketched men's wear ideas. Different
looks and styles are sketched to illustrate how versatile
menswear fashion is. Who should use this book?
Independent men's wear designers or small business
professional working for the menswear market.
Drawing fashion ideas for menswear market is easier
and more consistent with this book. Professionals in the
field of fashion design, apparel technical design and
garment product development for menswear. Draw
accurate menswear fashion illustration with this book.
Fashion merchandising professionals interested in
menswear. Use the book as a reference for garment
elements terms and a glossary of menswear garment
types. Students who study fashion design,
patternmaking and fashion merchandising. With this
book, a student's project can reach a level of
professional competency. Who created this book? Irina
V. Ivanova is a fashion designer and professional visual
artist. Irina is the author of the "Children's wear fashion
illustration resource book" and "How to draw fashion
Flats" books.With this book, you can draw menswear
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fashion, fast, with style and confidence.

How to Draw Fashion World
A guide to illustrating fashion from a designer's
perspective offers guidance on rendering movement,
attitude, prints, textures, and embellishments.

Fashion Illustration
Learn the beginner level steps of fashion drawing. The
book shows you step-by-step instructions that you can
follow to build your skills until you're able to draw the
female, male and children's fashion figures. Learn to
develop fast designer concept sketches called croquis.
Quick reference sheets, model poses, timed exercises,
do's and don'ts, and online practice templates will help
you gain confidence as you progress in fashion
drawing. You'll also learn how to draw figures of
diverse sizes and cultural backgrounds, so you can
design clothes for everyone.

Fashion Drawing
Aspiring fashionistas will love this entertaining
introduction to design that provides step-by-step
instructions on drawing figures from many points of
view and in varying poses as well as tools, materials
and skills to help them bring their creative vision to life.
Original.

Fashion Drawing
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This high quality, hardbound notebook features 125
pages with front/back, side/three quarter view fashion
figures; 19 pages detailed fashion drawing and design
information; more than 400 'flat' drawings of men's
garments and accessories; step-by-step 'how to draw'
diagrams for all major garments; hairstyles, face, eyes,
hands, poses, male v female; how to draw the garments
on the figure. --Wrap around band on cover.

20 Ways to Draw a Dress and 44 Other
Fabulous Fashions and Accessories
Draw fashion flats with easiness, accuracy and
confidence using this one of a kind book."How to draw
fashion flats" is a comprehensive, practical guide to
technical apparel drawing. The book focuses on pencil
and marker techniques with rulers and French
curves.This expert, hands-on, guide make essential
basic concepts of fashion flats easy to understand. Text
in the book is concise and to-the-point. More than 700
hand drawn visuals are in the book to illustrate every
step, every term, and every concept. It is a unique
book, created by professionals for professionals. Book
saves time and makes the complexity of technical
drawing easy to comprehend.Who should use this
book?Independent designer or small business
professional. Be more efficient by making the process
of creating and correcting flats easier and more
reliable.Professionals in the field of fashion design,
apparel technical design and garment product
development. Draw accurate flats with this
book.Fashion merchandising professionals. Use the
book as a reference for garment elements terms and a
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glossary of garment types.Students who study fashion
design, patternmaking and fashion merchandising. With
this book, a student's project can rich a level of
professional competency.What is in the book?Step-bystep guides on how to draw pants, t-shirts, jackets,
swimwear, and skirts.Do's and don'ts, the right and
wrong examples (visuals with captions)Visual galleries
of garment details.Main fashion apparel terms
illustrated.Drawing tips from the expert.Figure
templates for drawing flats. Use the figure templates to
draw your flats. Women, men, children (4 different age
groups) as well as a plus size women and big and tall
man figures.The Gallery of completed projects. Learn
the main steps of development flats from sketches.
Gallery shows fashion illustrations with matching flats
and work sketches.Who created this book?Irina V.
Ivanova is a fashion designer and professional visual
artist. Irina is the author of the "Children's wear fashion
illustration resource book".With this book, you can
draw accurate fashion flats, fast and with confidence.

Essential Fashion Illustration
Dear Artists, this book is a beginner's guide to creating
sketches of women's and men's fashion, in a simple and
fun way! You will learn about proportions of the fashion
figure, proper way to draw fashion poses, facial
differences between men and women, how to draw
hats, how to draw shoes and other clothing, how to
draw outfits for various seasons and occasions, how to
add backgrounds to our fashion sketches, how to
convey fashion figures in few simple expressive lines,
and more tips throughout the book! Get it today!
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How to Draw and Find Your Style!
Fashion design begins in the designer’s creative mind,
and drawing is the crucial next step to communicating
creative ideas to others to bring those ideas to reality.
Clear, expressive drawings engage and bring together
people in patternmaking, production, marketing, and all
other facets of the fashion business, ensuring that
everyone shares the same vision that originates with
the designer. Kathryn Hagen brings decades of
experience teaching design students how best to
translate their ideas into drawings. She opens with
basic drawing skills using both hand tools and computer
techniques before moving on to applying those skills to
both the human figure and the specifics of various
types of clothing. Throughout the book she exposes
designers to myriad techniques and styles, encouraging
each individual to discover what works best for him or
her. Each chapter ends with practice exercises as well
as visual references to review and reinforce material
learned in the chapter lessons. Videos demonstrating
hands-on examples can be viewed at
waveland.com/Hagen, with emphasis on distressed
fabrics and novelty treatments. 84 pages of color
present a wide variety of rendering techniques.

The Language of Fashion Design
Aspiring fashion illustrators can learn the basics with
these step-by-step instructions for drawing 15 outfits.
Casual and dressy designs feature completed
illustrations to color or trace plus blank pages for
sketching practice.
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Sketch and Go: 5-Minute Fashion Illustration
Describes the basic principles of fashion design by
looking at the work of hundreds of designers and
defining twenty-six important terms in the fashion
world, including line, symmetry, texture, pattern, and
motif.

9 Heads Fashion Notebook
"Discover the secrets to unleashing your personal
artistic style while learning how to draw fabulous
female faces and hands"--Cover.

Fashion Sketchbook Figure Drawing Poses for
Designers
FIGURE DRAWING FOR MEN'S FASHION focuses on
the male form in fashion design. It offers a concise,
topic-by-topic guide to acquiring and perfecting the
skills needed to produce realistic and precise fashion
plates that accurately reflect a designer¿s creative
vision. The authors, Elizabetta Drudi and Tiziana Paci,
have decades of experience in the fashion industry and
have created an invaluable resource for designers,
illustrators, and artists. The breadth of information and
attention to detail make this title ideal for students,
professionals, and anyone who enjoys fashion design.

Beginner's Guide to Sketching the Fashion
Figure
Teaches how to draw a variety of fashion figures
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including young women, men, and children.

Amleth, Prince of Denmark
This stylish introduction to fashion drawing is aimed
both at practicing designers who want to brush up their
skills, and at wannabe designers and fashion
enthusiasts who want to learn how to design, draw and
illustrate fashion from scratch. User-friendly,
accessible and stylish, this book is an ideal guide to the
world of fashion illustration and design. Fully illustrated
throughout, this book contains examples from a range
of practising fashion designers and illustrators, and
step-by-step illustrations showing how to get the best
results. Beginning with the materials and equipment
that readers will need, the book goes on to explain how
to get inspiration and ideas and use a sketchbook to
develop design projects, before moving on to the
process of drawing fashion figures. Readers are guided
through the process of drawing fashion figures, with
step-by-step illustrations showing proportions, men and
women, and a range of different poses (standing,
sitting, walking etc). Noel Chapman is a fashion author,
lecturer, consultant and designer who has designed
clothes for Urban Outfitters, Tommy Hilfiger,
Quiksilver and Galeries Lafayette amongst others.
Judith Cheek is a fashion illustrator who trained at
Central Saint Martin's School of Art and has worked for
clients including M&S, the Conran Group, Viyella and
Littlewoods.

Doodle, Design & Draw Fashion
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A concise, topic-by-topic guide to acquiring and
perfecting the drawing skills necessary for fashion
design, concentrating on the female form. Ideal for
those who want to apply themselves professionally to
fashion design, and for all enthusiasts of drawing the
human body.
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